
DogBeers’ Unofficial Guide to Defenestration 

 
This walkthrough is correct through version 4.9.9. If you think it’s complete, you’re lying to 

yourself. Also, this is the way I personally play the game; there are other routes unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Introduction (skippable) 

 

CUTSCENE: Kira approaches a helmet/brainwashing system determining job placement. The 

first five questions will determine your starting stats. 

 

Response Lust Charisma Intelligence 

Engineer -1 0 2 

Actress 1 0 -1 

Party Activist 1 1 0 

Center 0 2 0 

Residential District 0 0 0 

Outskirts -1 0 -1 

No 0 0 1 

I’m Aquarius 1 0 -1 

Do you? 0 1 0 

Deus Vult! 0 2 0 

Yes 1 0 -1 

No 0 0 1 

Convince her 0 1 0 

Explain to her 0 0 1 

“Persuade” the KGB 1 0 -1 

 

MASSIVE kudos to Claude on Discord for this one, Stalinspeed good buddy. 

 

The next two questions will have no effect, but after these two questions, the helmet 

malfunctions and Kira loses her memory. 

 

CUTSCENE: Kira goes to the Chief Officer and receives her first main quest (What’s going 

on?), then to the receptionist and receives her first side quest (Settle in). She walks outside, 

ending the into and beginning gameplay. 

 

SIDE QUEST 1: “Settle in”. Note that “What’s going on?” will not trigger until you go to sleep, 

but this is still technically a side quest. 

 

Go to the Metro on the east side of the map. Choose “Residential Area 17”, then exit the Metro 

station there (escalators are on either side of the station).  

 

CUTSCENE: Kira gets groped by a guy on parole when she goes up a staircase. Once the 

cutscene is over, go north through the underpass. Enter Community 7. On the first floor by the 



bulletin board, look for job offers. Kira receives the work quest “Work B**ch”. Go to the third 

floor. Your roommates will be having an argument. Katya gives Kira 5 rubles and the side quest 

“Welcome party!”. 

 

This completes Side Quest 1. 

 

MAIN QUEST 1: “What’s going on?”. The gym is purely optional, but I recommend it since it 

gives you an additional 5 rubles and you can pad your Charisma stat. 

 

Leave Community 7 and go south through the underpass. Dynamo Gym is on the west side of the 

map. After Kira meets Boris, go to the main workout area. On the lower west bench is a bottle of 

beet-flavored Gatorade. Give it to the guy walking around the pool for 5 rubles. The rubber 

ducks in the pool and locker areas each give you +1 Charisma.  

 

REPEATABLE: If you choose to work out, you can buy things from the closeted guys (Booty 

Juice, Donuts, or Dumb Bitch Juice). Work out for a nip slip/exhibition H-event and either burn 

calories, build mass, or maintain Kira’s ass size. 

 

Go back to your apartment and go to sleep. Wake up and use the Metro to go to the Hospital, in 

the right of the building. Talk with the receptionist, then go to the room north of the second desk 

and talk with Dr. Malikov.  

 

CUTSCENE: Kira has a medical H-event, giving her +1 breast size. This unlocks the side quests 

“Moscow’s best Analrapist” and “Shower” and information on the AUGs shop in Red Square. It 

also unlocks full travel using the Metro and the Diner job. 

 

SIDE QUEST 2: “Moscow’s best Analrapist” 

 

Go to the laboratory on the other side of the Hospital building. Talk with Chief Officer. This 

starts Kira’s hypnosis, focusing on exhibitionism. You can do one cutscene/session per day for 4 

sessions. After the third session, return to your apartment and go to sleep. Kira will wake up in 

the middle of the night and give you the option of going streaking in the middle of the night. IF 

THIS ISN’T DONE YOU CANNOT ACCESS “NEW YOU” VIA THIS PATH. The fourth 

session unlocks the “New You” facility if it hasn’t been already. In the meantime, continue to 

work out and work at the Diner. 

 

RESUME MAIN QUEST 1: Go to the Metro, then to Red Square. The AUGs shop is in the 

GUM shopping mall to the south. Talk to Katya, she’ll offer to examine your memory/neural 

implants for 15 rubles. If you don’t have them, work in the Diner until you do. You can also go to 

St. Basil’s Cathedral (west side of Red Square) and talk with the head priest/KGB informant. 

Answer “Son of Stalin”. He will give you 5 rubles. You can take the grave candy, but right now it 

doesn’t do anything. 

 

Once you have the 15 rubles, return to the AUGs shop. Katya will give you the Squatboi. Open it 

from the main menu, and a corrupted version of LENN-Y will pop up. Check 10 Leninals 



located in the various areas to fully recover LENN-Y. He will inform you of your mission to 

recover something from a factory located at the City Gate. 

 

This completes Main Quest 1. 

 

SIDE QUEST 3: “Welcome party!” 

 

At your apartment, set your alarm to wake up at night. If this is the first time you’ve interacted 

with your alarm clock, Katya and Liuda will have a short argument over it. Go to sleep. Once 

you wake up, Katya lets you know about getting around at night. Exit your apartment by going to 

the window and climbing down. Go south through the underpass, then east to the bazaar. Search 

all five crates for liquor; it will always be in the final crate you open. 

 

CUTSCENE: Non- H-event. Kira is arrested for shoplifting and assaulting an officer. If this is 

the first time you’ve assaulted an officer, the case goes to trial and Kira finds out that her lawyer 

is Tolstoy. Tolstoy’s “defense” is allowing Kira to punch him in the balls in court; if you don’t, 

Kira is found not guilty due to lack of evidence. If you do, or this is not the first time you’ve 

assaulted an officer, Kira goes to city jail for one day. 

 

Go back to sleep. Tolstoy will wake you up and tell you that the liquor is available to buy at the 

bazaar, but he and Lev can’t get it because they’re still high on PCP. Buy the liquor for 5 rubles, 

then go back to your apartment and pick “Tonight is the night” when talking to Katya. 

 

Kira wakes up on her own in an alleyway dumpster. Talk with the first hobo you see, then fight 

the rest (any option other than “Use magic” or “Surrender” works). Additionally, check any 

passed-out people, you can steal 5 rubles from two of them. Enter the Community 7 lobby and 

talk with Nadia and Liuda. Return to your apartment. Kira will accuse Lev and Tolstoy of 

drugging her, but Katya will admit to it since it’s a way to regain memories.  

 

After Kira and Katya have an argument, talk with her. This will start her flashback. Go to Katya 

and talk with her. Kira says that she thought she saw Lev and Tolstoy taking the liquor bottle, so 

go and talk with them. Go back to Katya. The flashback then jumps forward to Kira, Katya, and 

Tolstoy going to get more liquor. Go to the bazaar.  

 

CUTSCENE: Tolstoy breaks into the bazaar, and Kira and Katya have a brief lesbian H-event. 

Kira remembers a man from her past named “Adam” but doesn’t recognize who he is. 

 

Return to the outside of Community 7. By this point everyone is beyond drugged out. After 

Tolstoy is raped by a hobo, Katya tells Kira that the community goat has gone missing, and Kira 

goes to find it. Check each highlighted location or “bush”. The “goat” (Lev) will be in the final 

“bush” near Diner 15. After that, Kira falls asleep in the dumpster, ending the flashback. 

 

OPTIONAL: Talk with Tolstoy to find out his version of events. This starts his flashback. Go to 

Katya and talk with her. She tells you that the party needs more liquor and that you should talk 

with Lev and Tolstoy. At this point the quest is basically a repeat of Katya’s flashback until you 

return to the outside of the dorm. Kira will have an H-event with a hobo and then fall asleep in 



the dumpster, ending the flashback. Kira, her roommates, and Lev and Tolstoy will discuss what 

happened. Regardless of which option you pick, this completes Side Quest 3 and unlocks Katya 

as a romance option, with another version of the lesbian H-event (edging). 

 

SIDE QUEST 4: “Shower” 

 

Go to Community 7’s third floor. Enter the ladies’ bathroom. Take a shower.  

 

CUTSCENE: While taking a shower, Kira sees what she thinks is a hallucination, but after a 

while it disappears.  

 

Once she gets out of the shower, she finds out that Lev and Tolstoy stole her clothes. Go to your 

apartment. The door will be locked, and Katya will tell you that Lev and Tolstoy do this every so 

often. 

 

Go to the second floor and talk with Tolstoy. He’ll tell you that Lev took it to a tailor. He’ll lend 

you his jacket and give you back your key. Go back to your apartment and unlock the door. Kira 

will hear a voice telling her that the elevator now works. 

 

This completes Side Quest 4. 

 

SIDE QUEST 5: “Suit up” 

 

Take the elevator to the first floor and go to the Metro. This results in an H-event where Kira is 

groped in the underpass. Depending on how you chose your path, this may have dialogue 

differences. 

 

Continue to Red Square and go to the GUM shopping mall. Go into the store marked “Style” and 

talk with Tailor the Creator. You can either trade Tolstoy’s jacket for the “Ghost” outfit and 

money, or the “Ghost” outfit for your old schoolgirl dress. Tolstoy’s jacket can be replaced by 

going to his apartment on the second floor of Community 7. 

 

This completes Side Quest 5. 

 

MAIN QUEST 2: “Ghost of Communism” 

 

Talk with the factory guard. A KGB agent will spawn in and inform Kira that she’s been 

summoned to the Kremlin to speak with Supreme Leader Joey. This gives Kira Main Quest 3. 

After starting Main Quest 3, return to the factory and try to enter the interior door. LENN-Y will 

say that he can’t open it, and that he needs to break a “decker” out of a gulag. This gives Kira 

Main Quest 5. 

 

MAIN QUEST 3: “Enemy within” 

 

Take the Metro to Red Square, then talk with the KGB guard at the Kremlin. He will allow Kira 

to pass and inform her that the Supreme Leader is inside. Enter the Kremlin itself, then after 



being searched by another guard, go north up the stairs. Talk with Supreme Leader Joey. This 

allows Kira to travel to Vivarium. To go there, take the Metro to the City Gate, then take the 

Zeppelin to Vivarium. This is currently the only travel option. Talk with the security guard to 

enter Vivarium, then continue along the path until you reach Sharon. This gives Kira Main Quest 

4. 

 

MAIN QUEST 4: “Schrödinger’s Patient” (Currently incomplete). Note that this walkthrough 

assumes that pregnancy and lactation content is enabled, and that you want to win the election. 

This is a highly sandbox-style portion of the game, so there’s really no set way to go about this. 

 

Talk with Sharon, then accept her mission. Complete her survey. Sharon will introduce Kira to 

Vivarium itself and enter her into the election. You will immediately debate Napoleon. After the 

debate is a post-debate knife fight. Avoid getting trapped by the six people running into you and 

you should be good. 

 

After this, do odd jobs throughout the main area to gain support from constituents. You can now 

do the outlying areas to gain support from Mother, Snowball/Napoleon, and Imperator in any 

order, but current dev input is that Mother>Snowball/Napoleon>Imperator is considered canon.  

 

Talk with Mother. She will give Kira a list of ingredients for a ritual potion. Gather the 

ingredients and drink it. Mother’s ritual will take three days; the first two of these are in game 

and the third is not currently implemented. Sleep on a haystack in between each ritual stage/H-

event. This will give Kira the hucow background (first day), lactation fetish (second day), and 

pregnancy fetish (third day). 

 

Go to the Farm. Talk with the little girl who lost her cat. Go back to the main area in Vivarium to 

find her cat near the entrance to the church, then get a ladder so you can reach it. Return the cat 

to the girl and choose the “grillmaster” option. Then go to Snowball and Napoleon; they will 

warn Kira against going to the Barn. GOING TO THE BARN FIRST WILL LOCK OUT THE 

LAST CONSTITUENT. 

 

Once that’s done, you can finally go to the Barn. There are three customizable hucows (Rosie, 

Dottie, and Sugartits) and one non-customizable hucow (Buttercup). Buttercup will recognize 

Kira, prompting Kira to try to rescue her. Exit the barn and talk with Snowball. Snowball will 

challenge Kira to work as a hucow for a week; if she does so and gets branded, Kira will get to 

leave for Moscow with Buttercup. Each day has a sleep H-event and milking H-event; 

additionally, you will have to do odd jobs at the mill for Napoleon. This is currently complete 

until the end of the third day (second full day). You can now leave the barn. 

 

Go to the Imperator’s lands. This seems to be optional at this point since the Imperator will not 

be checked off as “approved”. Just do her job. 

 

MAIN QUEST 5: “Prison Break” 

 

Return to the Kremlin. The guard manning the inside desk will tell you that you’ve been 

reassigned to work under Supervisor Razin. Head west and then south into the first office to talk 



with him about your plan. You can either let LENN-Y speak for you or talk based on his 

prompts. Either way, you head out to the Library to find information on prison life. The Library 

is located in the northwest part of Community 7.  

 

CUTSCENE: Kira gets accosted by a hobo outside the Library. Regardless of how much money 

you give him, this is the introduction to Red Kira (Kira’s alternate “combat” personality). You 

can take the money back after Red Kira beats him up. Go inside and look through the books. 

Once you’re done, return to the Kremlin and Razin. 

 

Once you enter the gulag, talk with the gulag supervisor, Katya in Block B, then go to Block A.  

 

CUTSCENE in Block A: Kira is nearly raped by the inmates and then framed when the guards 

come to break it up, but Red rescues her. Follow Red to Cell 2 and talk with him, Biscuits, and 

Misha there. Enter the showers.  

 

CUTSCENE: You can either let the prisoners have their way with Kira or let Red Kira deal with 

them. If you let the prisoners continue, Kira will get a “FREE USE” tattoo on her belly. DO NOT 

ENTER THE SHOWER AGAIN. It’s bugged. 

 

Go back to Katya and talk with her. Then discuss your escape with Red, Misha, and Biscuits. Go 

to sleep. When you wake up, Katya will give you a flash drive that disables the gulag security 

systems. Plug it in at the console in the gulag supervisor’s office. You can now collect or buy 

items you need throughout the prison. GET THE KEYBOARD LAST OR YOU WILL CREATE 

A SOFT BAD END. 

 

CUTSCENE: The guard will take Kira to meet with the gulag supervisor and put her on the pole. 

Kira will then be filmed by several elites before being released from the pole. 

 

Go back to Cell 2 and talk with Red, Misha, and Biscuits about the escape plan again. Go to the 

warehouse yard with the friendly guards to recover the items you used to make the deck. Go 

back to your cot and sleep; Kira will automatically wake up at night. Go to the medbay and meet 

with Red. 

 

CUTSCENE: Red gives Kira a quick lesson on Decking, then you go with him to Cell 2 to meet 

with Misha and Biscuits. They give you a challenge and response that you’ll use to find their 

base; then, they all make the escape attempt. They wind up accidentally driving right back to the 

gulag due to a self-driving truck. Red, Misha, and Biscuits escape out a window; Kira remains 

behind and orders the guard to call Supervisor Razin that her mission is complete. 

 

This completes Main Quest 5. 

 

MAIN QUEST 6: “rEVOLution” 

 

Go to the Library and talk with the librarian. The dialogue prompts “What’s the best way to the 

train station?” and “That’s fine, I could use the exercise” will give +1 Intelligence each. Follow 

the librarian’s directions to the sewer. Kira finds out that the hobo she beat up earlier was a rebel 



guarding the sewer entrance. When prompted, answer “Swordfish” for another +1 Intelligence. 

Kira will then be led to the rebel base. Enter the north building and talk with the doctor. 

 

This completes Main Quest 6 and gives Kira Main Quest 7. 

 

MAIN QUEST 7: “Hippocrates Pledge” 

 

Go to the AUGs shop to pick up a brain. This will set you back 15 rubles, so if you don’t have it, 

be sure to put in work at Diner 15. If available, you should also work at Redtardis since that has 

higher base pay, though the tips are inconsistent. Return to the rebel base and talk with the doctor 

again. The doctor will reveal herself to be Nurse Olga, and tell you to go see Rebel Wilson, the 

base’s technical expert. Wilson will sell you Jammers to counteract brainwashing. If you have 

enough Charisma, you can buy them for 15 rubles; if not, they cost 20. Return to Olga and talk 

with her again. She will give you directions on how to infiltrate New You. 

 

This completes Main Quest 7 and gives Kira Main Quest 8 and 9. 

 

MAIN QUEST 8: “New You” 

 

Enter New You and go to the ground floor. You will complete this mission during Main Quest 9. 

 

MAIN QUEST 9: “Basic Instinct” 

 

Go to the Hospital and enter New You. Go to the third floor. Olga will tell you to complete the 

Benevolence and Darling training programs and will also pass you a note telling you to infiltrate 

the second floor of the facility. Go to the second floor and talk to Nadia, who’s undergoing 

treatment. You can also talk with the generic girl wearing a brainwashing helmet. Go west and 

enter the residential ward. 

 

Sleep until nightfall and enter the staff area in front of you. Avoid the guards. One of the screens 

will identify the girl on the pole at the gulag as Taylor Salandrova, but by this point you know 

her better as the former “Shwift”. Grab the key, and you will automatically exit the facility. 

Return to Olga and talk with her about “Basic Instinct”. Once the dialogue is complete, go find 

Red, Misha, and Biscuits’ new facility in the deep sewers. Talk with Red, then talk with Olga. 

 

Go back to Diner 15 and talk with the gym owner (the “soon to be rich man”). Next, talk with 

Boris, who’s working security. Red, Misha, and Biscuits will join you. Discuss your plan with 

Bartender Tennant, then serve drinks. This should be ridiculously easy since it’s cheap vodka for 

everybody. Once you’re done serving, go back to Bartender Tennant and choose “Seduce the 

Target”. Talk to the target, then warn Bartender Tennant. Go to the bathroom. 

 

CUTSCENE: Kira gives a gloryhole blowjob to the target, then Red, Biscuits, and Misha knock 

him out when he exits the bathroom. Collect your payment from the gym owner. 

 

Go to the Hospital and enter the Vault. Interact with the security panel, then pick up the device in 

storage. Talk with Chief Officer. After you figure out that he’s Olga’s father, use the Jammer on 



him. Return to Olga and give her the device. 

 

This completes Main Quest 9. 

 

Side Quest 6: “80085” 

 

Enter the Three Stooges’ base and talk with them about their machine. Enter it and click on 

“Memory loss”. Kira will pick up a virus from an unknown person. Exit the sewers at the 

Library; the virus will appear again. Continue traveling via the Metro until Legion shows 

himself. You will be automatically transported to Legion’s location. He will play around with 

Kira’s implants for a bit, then release her back at Community 7. Go to sleep. 

 

CUTSCENE: Legion takes control of Kira’s body, forcing her to masturbate in a Metro car. Kira 

will eventually be approached by a nun who fingers her on the train car. 

 

This completes Side Quest 6. End of content for now. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


